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Abstract. This position paper proposes a collaboration method between Semantic Web and Fuzzy Logic aiming to handle uncertainty in the informat ion retrieval process in order to cover more relevant items in result of search process.
The collaboration method employs OWL ontology in query enhancement, RDF
in annotation process and fuzzy rules in ranking enhancement.
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Introduction

In the information retrieval process, there are returned documents which are relevant
to the query but they focus in addition of query main interest on others additional
topics. To deal with this imprecision we propose to valorize in the ranking process
relevant documents which deal mainly with query themes. Another source of imprecision in the search process is the user queries; we propose to enhance it in order to
come near the intention of the user. This paper is organized as follows: in the next
section we present our proposition to enhance the query background expression then
we explain how Semantic Web and Fuzzy Logic collaborate to enhance ranking
process. In Section 3, we present some related works and Section 4 concludes the
paper.
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Handling uncertainty by semantic/fuzzy collaboration

2.1

The semantic/fuzzy query enhancement

A main cause of uncertainty in the information retrieval process comes from the user’s queries. In order to return more relevant results, the information retrieval system
has to indentify the user’s intention behind the query. To do it, we propose to enhance
user queries by adding semantically related terms. In this purpose, we use the Web
Ontology Language OWL and then we employ some fuzzy rules in order to weight up
the query terms importance. In Figure 1, we present our semantic/fuzzy query enhancement.
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Fig. 1. Semantic/fuzzy query enhancement

The Semantic query enhancement passes through the enrichment of the query by new
terms syntactically different but semantically near; the new added terms are not
picked to derive the query meaning but to find terms expressing more the user intention. Several works as [1- 3] are proposed to express the semantic similarity between
ontology concepts. After eliminating empty terms from the query, we can reuse the
algorithm presented in [3] to find the semantically nearest term to each query term
using OWL ontology. The number of added terms must not be constant; it can derive
the query meaning if it is large or useless if it is few. So we decide that the number of
added terms be proportional to the query length. Hence, we propose to add only n/4
terms having the highest similarity to query terms. Also, we propose that the information retrieval system is interactive and allows users to highlight certain query terms in
order to reflect their importance. Finally, to weight the query terms, we apply some
fuzzy rules; those rules define the priority of weighting:
─ If a query term is added from the ontology then it will has low weight priority.
─ If a query term is not bold, then it will has a medium weight priority.
─ If a query term is bold then it will has a high weight priority.
2.2

The semantic/fuzzy ranking enhancement

The semantic/fuzzy ranking enhancement aims to manage uncertainty about the output of classic querying process and to valorize documents focusing specially in the
same user query interests. It aims principally to limit the number of relevant documents dealing with several topics. The semantic/fuzzy ranking enhancement passes
through two fundamental concepts: the “meta-document” which allows annotating
semantically the collection of documents and the “themes clouds” which enhance the
ranking process based on Fuzzy Logic. The meta-document is introduced in [4] and it
is able to annotate semantically multimedia objects as well as web documents. A meta-document uses RDF metadata to annotate web resources in a way that ensures its
reusability. The querying process matches the user query with the meta-documents in
order to identify the score relevance of the resources to the query. We define the
“theme cloud” as groups of weighted terms concerning a given theme. Simply, we
collect potential terms representing a given theme to construct a theme cloud. The
terms’ weights express the ability of each term to represent the theme. After running a
usual querying process matching the query and the meta-documents, we get the relevance score for each annotated resource or document. At this point, the theme clouds
are used to enhance ranking results in the benefit of relevant documents focusing

mainly on query interests. The Figure 2 gives a simple presentation of the structure of
the semantic/fuzzy ranking enhancement:

Fig. 2. The semantic/fuzzy ranking enhancement

To run the ranking enhancement, first, we establish the meta-document/theme
weighted links WDT. WDT expresses the potential themes mentioned by the metadocument. To assign a weight WDT to a meta-document/theme link, we simply sum
the weights of theme terms existing in the meta-document. Then we establish
query/themes weighted links which express the ability of each theme to represent the
query. To assign a weight to a query/theme link, we use the classic similarity measure
between two weighted terms vectors:
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The next step of ranking enhancement is to calculate for each document his theme
similarity with the query in order to increase or decrease its relevance score in terms
of the value of the theme similarity. The theme similarity TS is calculated as follow:
𝑇𝑆 (𝑄, 𝐷) =

𝑘
𝑖=1
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(2)

The main goal of the ranking enhancement is to increase relevance of documents
focusing on the same query themes and to decrease relevance of document dealing
with different themes vis-à-vis the query. The TS (Q, D) value is optimal when its
value is minimal; this means that the query and the document are focusing on the
same themes with approached values. Contrariwise, if the TS is high, this means that
the document deals with other themes in addition to the query themes. Finally, the
increase or the decrease Rate R affected to a document Relevance Score RS is based
on the following fuzzy rules:
─ If RS is high or medium and TS is low then R is high
─ If RS is low and TS is low then R is medium
─ If RS is low or medium and TS is high then R is negative
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Related work

Several approaches considering both uncertainty and the Semantic Web have been
proposed in the information retrieval issue. [5, 6] propose to fuzzify in different ways
RDF triples, likewise [7, 8] propose to fuzzify OWL ontology statements. A common
point in those works is the use of formal ways to express the assignment of a truth
degree to RDF triples or OWL axioms. In our proposition, numerical membership
values identification is done in background using mathematical deduction without the
need of formal expressions (e.g. weight priority of a query term). Some other works
are near our proposition: [9] shows that it is useful to express a fuzzy proximity values between terms of a query. By using a fuzzy set of rules [10] shows the usability of
a ranking system based on fuzzy inference. In the query enhancement issue, many
works are proposed [11-12]; our method is characterized by its simplicity and flexibility.
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Conclusion

In this paper we studied two interoperable axes in the information retrieval process:
the Semantic Web and the Fuzzy Logic. We propose to enhance query background
expression and also to enhance ranking process using fuzzy rules. Given that Numerical inputs of fuzzy rules are deduced from the meta-documents characteristics, it remains to identify in the short run, the numerical limits to fuzzy sets on which we will
apply the fuzzy rules set. Equally, we plan to extend the current proposition and to
investigate the concept of user profile in order to cover more relevant result document.
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